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NanoCore claims that it can do all this and more. The tool was first unveiled in a malicious website in
late 2017 and since then, there are many legitimate projects that have been exposed for the public
to work on and distribute. One of such projects is the NanoCore project on Github. The first thing to

notice is that NanoCore uses the same known text decoder technique as did its predecessor,
Backdoor.Notdec0d3r which was among the first of its kind discovered in 2013 by security

researchers. The development team behind this RAT likes to use this technique as it allows the
hackers to avoid detection from antivirus software. This is unlike the known code techniques , which

try to come up with new and unique ways for the hackers to avoid detection, allowing them to
manipulate their tools into not looking suspicious. Hence, NanoCore is often referred to as the “old
school” RAT, and is embraced by those who truly believe in taking advantage of the weak and the

less technically savvy. The next obvious question to ask is if NanoCore is a new RAT or a new version
of an existing one. It is neither. It is both. It utilizes the same technique as its predecessor

Backdoor.Notdec0d3r does. It also brings back some of the features from its predecessor, such as
remote code execution and the ability to conduct DoS attacks, but with a number of upgrades and
functional changes as well. Unfortunately, all it takes is a quick Google search to find tons of RATs

that look similar to NanoCore. In fact, the report from earlier this year had revealed that 90% of the
new RATs being distributed in a malicious software pack were identified as belonging to the

Backdoor.Notdec0d3r and Backdoor.Nordic families.
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